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THE MIDDLE EAST
-The cease-fire, always tenuous, was looking forces since the UN cease-fire resolution of 22.

very unstable this week as the chief adversaries October.
remained at daggers drawn. Talk of an early re-
sumption of major hostilities increased on both The incidents, which each side invariably
sides and, in fact, renewed fighting remains a real blamed on the other, involved mostly machine
possibility. If it is not initiated deliberately by gun and artillery firing. The Egyptians fired a few
one side or the other, fighting could -easily de- SAMs at Israeli air patrols, and, each side appar-
velop from the action of some local commanders ently sent tanks into action at least once. The
along the tense confrontation lines. 'exchanges resulted in 'new casualties on each side..

At this time, however, there is'no firm evi- .More significantly, the clashes fed a growing
dence that any of the principals intend to. break belief on the part of both sides that their adver-
the cease-fire in the near future. Instead, all ap- sary would ultimately break the cease-fire.
pear more inclined to wait, with shared feelings of
anxiety, hope, and skepticism, for further polit- Adding to the tension E an ra
ical developments from outside diplomatic ef- Egyptian. front o were reports
forts, above all those of the US. If the present indicating that the Egyptians a o a s
impasse can be broken and the cease-fire pre- vehicles, and troops from the Cairo area toward
served, at least Cairo and Tel Aviv seem 'disposed he uzCnlO 7Nvma]to take a more flexible approach to the difficult t rais
task oftpeacemaking than at any time since the a berece an gyp ian orce equipped with
establishment of Israel 25 years ago. As Secretary SAMs and including over 500tanks, just to the
Kissinger neared the end of hisscheduled visits to west of Israeli positions in. the central sector of
Arab capitals on Thursday, press services from Tel the Suez front. the
Aviv were reporting that Israel had accepted 'a Egyptians have concentrated "tens" of artillery
"US peace proposal" that included some' Israeli batteries in the vicinity of Ismailia.
give on the immediateissues in dispute.

'Should' hstilities resumeo a highpriority
TRUCE VIOLATIONS UP goal of the Egyptians would be to isolate the

Israeli forces on the west banka Atlikelycourse of
Shooting incidents increased markedly over action would be an intensiveartillery barroageto

the previous week, although there were no large- destroy the Israeli bridges northof"Great Bitter
scale clashes and no'significant changes in' the lake, followed by an armoredthrust aimed at:
territorial positions held by the two sides. In- capturing'Deversoir.
cidents occurred virtually every day in the critical
southern sector of the Suez front; most were near Tensions rose along' the canal despite'the'
the city of Suez, where Egyptian troops are bot- arrival during the week of new contingents'of the
tIed up, or in-the area across'the canal, where the UN Emergency Force. By Th'ursda\'he force lad
bulk of Cairo's Third Army is trapped. Since grown to approximately 1,700 'men. One defi-
Monday a number of violations have been re- ciency that has limited its effectiveness may be
ported in the 'northern- sector of- the 'Egyptian alleviated' with the arrival, 'expcted late this
front as well. These were the first clashes between week,' of the logistic 'unit beirig provided
the Egyptian Second Armys and blocking Israeli Canada
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Suez Canal Zone

B 3' back to-the Syrian front.'The move ajpparently
Damiett Mediterranean Sea came in response to the urging of PresidentsQadhafi and Boumediene and is said to be condi-

rt'~ .'. ? ort said .tioned on Iraq's participation in any future inter-

Im sk-Arab planning.
IMansurah THE IMMEDIATE ISSUES

Rep Uantarah Until the reports from Tel Aviv on Thurs-
t Rp 9Pb ° s. EgyptianEgypt,- , m -" ien Egpia day, there was no discernible progress: toward a

rtileryt s line2nd SNA resolution of the issues that must be solved before
' j" aqaziq Ismaili movement toward real negotiations on basic ques-

' 'iifaa tions can begin. The Israelis continued to hold
hostage in the Sinai Cairo's 20,000-man Third

a Army; in this way they remained in a position to
einf rcements move, line Pas, inflict serious damage on, or perhaps destroy, the

y-tion '- military:credi bility. that Egyptian President Sadat
fine (3rd ArMy has to preserve to be able to enter negotiations.

" Cairo ""u'" ., ~He is most anxious to restore the force to.r V:, .," " EgpMitla Pass
rmawi tian control and. continues to press in every way

-oa - pta

EGYPT : 0l" he can for Israel's return to the positions it held-- - E T Al Hafai
on the canal's west bank on 22 October. Israeli-f forces cut off the Third Arm several days later.

of Ras Sidr

_______ As a minimum first step, Sadat needed as-
{. surance. that Egypt would be permitted indefi-

1~/jorc~! ~Egytianfores.nitely to send adequate quantities of essentialrw~iell forces 0- Egyptian forces-o non-military supplies to the beleaguered force. In
. . . mid-week, as the last of the 125 UN-driven supply.

trucks sanctioned reluctantly by the Israelis on. 28
The Syrian front was generally quiet. Heavy October delivered their loads, Tel Aviv agreed to

rains there last weekend provided a natural allow 50 more. At least until the Thursday[jj
darnperer to military activity. On 6 November, Israel appeared unwilling to allow

Ier,, Israeli; aircraft apparently attacked than a trickle of su lies to the Third Arm
Syrian positions in one or two locations. Damas-
cus charged that .the. Israelis had fired 'many" srae wou partia y e encirc e-
Shrike issilesbefore being driven off by Syrian mtntdoitheaThirdfArmyrin.returnifornaeprisoner
fightersand air defenses. -The attack was the first ecag n h n.o h gpinbokd
serious violation of the cease-fire along the Syrian of the Bab al Mandab straits at the entrance to
front. It was followed on 7 November by an the Red Sea.
exchange.of fire between opposing ground forces
that iicluded:a heavy artillery exchange. UN ob- The issue of prisoners.of .war is vitally im-
servers reported no forward movement by either portant to vastly outnumbered : Israel. Under.
side sa result.of the ircident. prodding,. Cairo -his week had finally furnished

- ~,.the International Red Cross the names of just
'The clasheson 6 and 7 November came amid over 100 of the 300 to.400. Israeli prisoners

reports;-that.. Syrian armored units have, moved believed-to',be in Egyptian hands..As of.Thursday
toward 'the Golan front, In addition, Baghdad;. noon, however, there.;was no.,visible indication;
which has never stopped denouncing the cease- from the Egyptian side that Cairo would in fact
fire, has reportedly decided to send Iraqi troops move toward the early and full prisoner exchange

-SEieRE
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desired by the Israeli Government. Syria, for its
part, remains totally unresponsive on the matter LE ANON Damascusl
of prisoners. and has furnished no. names at a'IU. Mezzah
Altogether, Israel holds prisoner nearly. 7,900 Qatana Antt nk
Egyptians and 400 Syrians. u 0(1 foitifi ation

Egypt's interdiction since sometime last I/
month of Israel's lifeline through the Bab al *asa
Mandab was of growing concern to the. Israelis. S. y r i a
An Egyptian naval force, consisting of a destroyer -A ab lin
and two submarines on patrol and another de- Israeli me
stroyer and a frigate in nearby ports, has been A eli ech
maintaining an undeclared blockade that has bot- /unaytira. C r n Aantar
tIed up 13 ships at the Israeli port of Elat. IS LI
Tankers from Iran, on which Israel depends arrah
heavily, have had to take the long route around ANfLA
Africa. 'Tel Aviv,-which does not have the military
capability to break the blockade, has called its /HEIGHTS'
lifting an urgent order of business. Sadat had tied israeline
this' issue to a "disengagement"' of forces-i.e.,
Israeli give.on the Third' Army. Lake J Arab line Shaykh

IN THE ARAB CAMP

Most Arab leaders spent the last week in
diplomatic activity designed to forge a common o JORDA
stand from which to deal with the US-and Israel. Kilometers
Egypt's President Sadat was trying to keep.the ( o 10 20 j Dar'a
leeway he needs to negotiate for all Arab states as '55 11-73 A Ml

well as the flexibility necessary to elicit coopera-
tion from the US and concessions from Israel.F

Egyptian convoy awaits clearance before proceeding' to Third Army'
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In an effort .to stay somewhat aloof and to zone in the.Golan Heights, and any discussion of
keep his negotiating options open, Sadat did not .the surrender of Arab territory. Damascus has
publicly support the rash of calls for an Arab been unwilling even to follow Cairo's lead in tying
summit. One of Sadat's chief problems has been .a POW exchange to anIsraeli return to the 22
to regain the confidence of Syria's President October cease-fire lines.
Asad, who, not having been informed that Egypt
would accept the cease-fire, continues to take a There have, however, been indications that
harder line than Sadat on virtually every issue Syria might accept certain indirect moves toward
separating the Arabs from Israel and the US. a settlement. Khaddam,. when questioned, by
Sadat and Asad met late last week in Kuwait to newspaper reporters, left open the possibility of a
iron out their differences, but there are indica- visit to Damascus by high US officials.
tions that their session left the basic issues un-
resolved.

Of the three leaders most involved .in the
fighting, Asad is under the greatest pressure to

In Egypt, Sadat's political position does not resume hostilities. Even some. of his military com-
appear to have suffered significantly in the two- manders are said to favor a resumption of hostil-
and-a-half weeks that have elapsed since the cease- ities in the belief that Syria is nearly..as strong. as
fire. Although the wisdom of Sadat's decision to it was before the war started last month. Some of
accept the cease-fire was questioned initially, a them may be looking.for a pretext to instigate
growing awareness in civilian and military circles new fighting. If hostilities do resume, the Syrians
of the real- status of the Third Army and of the reportedly will attempt to penetrate rapidly into
extent of the Israeli salient across the canal Israel and are prepared to. bomb. military and
tended to justify Sadat's decision to stop fighting. civilian targets inside Israel.
Indeed, the basic uncertainties of the present
circumstances may have focused popular reliance
on him as the man who achieved Egypt's limited Syrian war-hawks are reflecting in part the
gains and may. now be able to set the situation very substantial infusion of Soviet arms since
right. Moscow's resupply operation began early in the

war. TheSyrians reportedly have received some
700 T-62 tanks, new anti-tank weapons, .SA-6

he current missiles, new naval equipment, MIG-17 aircraft,
talk in Cairo of a military move to push Israel and MI-8 helicopters modified to carry bombs
back to the original cease-fire lines may be de- and rockets. Nearly 500 Soviet officers and tech-
signed primarily to mollify Sadat's critics while nicians have reportedly entered Syria since the
providing him room for political maneuver. His cease-fire; many of them will be engaged in help-
decision to renew full -diplomatic relations with ing Damascus organize a "new air force."
the US suggests that Sadat feels confident enough
of his.position to make this long-delayed move in
the ho'pe= of.inspiring the US to exert. further In the Arab world generally, plans are going
pressures on Israel. forward for as many as three summit conferences.

-. Libya's. President- .Qadhafi: and, Algeria's President
Boumediene have been especially, active *propo-

Syria's President Asad feels insecure both at _ nents of a summit, both to enhance their own
homje and abroad; with the result that Damascus> rinimal roles and. to exert pressure on Sadat to
continues to show markedly less incliriation to keep in mindnon=E tian issues -
engage in peace' egotiations than has Cairo. tinian'.problem.Although virtualo. every
Syrian Foreign Minister Khaddam repeated early: leaderhas traveiedto-other-Arab.....arab
this week that Syria has ruled out direct negotia- the past week', there is still no firm indication oftions with Israel, any proposals.for.a demiitarized. where or whenan.y Hf.the summit meetings being
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-the government's mistake
'TURKEY 'ii: ''>1 ~~~crificism~.. - popigJ~~aii

. CYPRUS -. ,, . .
cY YRI: - . .. .. : Above all, . Israelis' are; .woriaaotwla

ISRAEIRAQ iSr A FHNSA direction Washington will take. At this Time, at-
CSir IRAN AFGHANISTAN

Canal - -Ce,,I at - '~. .remain keenly aware of their dependence on the
EGYPT . KU AlT - PAKISTAN

Persian US and.grateful for the help-they receive: -They
NDAare. growving more. suspicious,. however, of. what

SAUDI ARABIA NDIA they believe may a deeper US interest in.
Red -suing detente with the Russians and securing. its
Sea oil 'requirements. These consideratiostefar

YEMEN Arabian Sea will lead the US to :app ease the Arabs at Ah~e
SUDAN IS Y (). .VUA FAA. Gu YE ¢ .uI . expense of Israel. _

(IF,.) ) 1 'Socoi,.a - _. ..

Bab a Laccadive Is.... ..

Mandab 3MTIAdbSMLA .. (~l Mrs. Meir returned to I'srael _on .5 N~ovember
ETHIOPIA . ..

after four days of talks in Washington-. 'She has
MALDIVEISLANOS since refrained from public comments. on the

UGNA talks, except to reaffirm the. US friendiship,,for
KENYA ndianOceanIsrael and to acknowledge that' some differences

554883 11-73 remain. She briefed her *cabinet,. buthas twice
i postponed a promised accounting .to:the 'Isaeli

discussed might be held. Possibilities for the near parliament, and seems to be waiting~for~develop
future' include an Arab summit in Algiers; an ments from Secretary..Kissinger's-visits"to Cairo
Organization of African Unityr meeting, also in and other Arab capitals thisweek.
Algiers; and an Islamic Conference summit, per-
haps in Pakistan. -The Israelis upset by the heavy toll.the

recent fighting exacted in lives and by .the pros-
None of the proposed conclaves is likely to pect of more casualties.should hostilities resume.

come up. with anything startling or useful Arab Qn 6November the governmepfanou~nced that
radicals, particularly Libya and Iraq, are likely to 1,854 Israelis had been kilIedand that a c&npara-
press the' Egyptians to take a harder line toward ble. number, were wounded. These werethe first.
Israel and the US. This happened at the Khar- figures given out since mid-Qctober, and they
tour summit following the Arab debacle in 1967: came as a profound shock to thecas alty-sens-
Saudi Arabia, while likely to -allow the combat tive Israelis. The. losses-were three times higher
states complete freedom to hegotiate their own than those in the 1967 war.
settlements with Israel, may well demand a mean-
ingful Arab role in the administration of-Jerusa-. Mrs Meir's motives in releasing the casualty
lem or at least its Muslirn holy places, issues on figures this week are not entirely clear. She had
which Tel Aviv is particularly reluctant to been under growing domestic pressureto do so,
negotiate. and she may hope that the shock will undercut

Israelis who have been .arguing for a renewal -of*
the war. She may also be trying'to'prepare the

IN ISRAEL way for public acceptance of some concessions to
- . -'the Arabs.

, The mood in Israel remains a somber mix-
ture of anxiety and uncertainty. The man-in-the- . The possibility. ofrenewed fighting hasbeen
street is inclined to give Mrs. Meir the benefit of a recurrent -theme in the Israeli. press. Defense
the doubt, but. the effects of the 'shocks adminis- Minister Dayan asserted on 4 Noverber that.
tered by the Arab foe haye been compounded by "Israel would not bes, sirprised again." an .7
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November the chief of the Israeli Air Force said ister Kuznetsov returned to Moscow ori6 Novem-
he anticipated an Egyptian attack in force soon ber after a week-long visit to Egypt and Syria,
after Secretary Kissinger left Cairo and predicted where he apparently sought to promote these
that Israel would fight "with the gloves off." objectives.

THE UN SCENE -In a speech marking the anniversary of the
-. October Revolution, Soviet politburo member

The United Nations inched forward this Kirilenko stressed the "urgent necessity" of an
week in its efforts to assemble a 7,000-man peace- Israeli return to the lines of 22 October. Kirilenko
keeping force. The Security Council approved- raised the possibility of a Soviet drive in the UN
after nearly a week of negotiation-the participa- for "stringent sanctions" against Israel if it does
tion of seven more states, but that decision by no not comply. This point had been made earlier by
means ensured a speedy build-up of the force, Ambassador Malik, but it is the first time a top
now less than one third of authorized size. Many Soviet leader has endorsed sanctions against Tel
of the states finally selected are having difficulty Aviv since Shelepin did so in 1969. Kirilenko also
organizing contingents. promised that Moscow would render the neces-

*sary help and support to the Arab cause, but
These problems are compounded by .dif- closed on a note of optimism, saying that condi-

ficulties over financing. The UN has no funds tions are more favorable than ever for anormali-
available and has only just begun procedures fora zation of the Middle East.situation.
special assessment of all UN members to support
the force. The assessment proposal will be subject Soviet Foreign Minister Gromyko's conversa-
to the usual parliamentary delays and may be tions with the West German foreign minister last
held up by a competing plan; the less developed week had suggested some flexibility inthe Soviet
states are reportedly lobbying for an assessment position. Gromyko argued that negotiations
scale that would place the burden on the de- should begin immediately and seemed to imply
veloped states. that they need not be preconditioned on Israeli

withdrawal to the positions of 22 October. In
For now, the force must rely on donations

and whatever :financing is provided by par-
ticipating states. Indonesia has already requested
US assistance in equipping its contingent; similar
requests can be expected from others.

Secretary General Waldheim has been under
pressure from the nonaligned states to implement
the council's resolution of 23 October that called
on the combatants-only Israel was significantly
affected-to return to the positions held on 22
October. The nonaligned states may request an
early meeting of the Security Council at which
Tel Aviv could be belabored for its failure to
comply. -

MOSCOW'S ROLE

Soviet diplomatic activity as it touches on
the Middle East seems aimed at preserving the
fragile cease-fire and on keeping pressure on the
US and Israel. Sovieti First Deputy Foreign M- Kuznetsov andSadat
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Israeli bridge over Suez Canal

general, however, Moscow does not appear in- The massive shipment of military equipment
clined' to get very far ahead of the Arabs on over the past month has raised the possibility that
political issues. Moscow may be preparing to insert its own

forces.
Moscow has been actively involved in efforts some such forces already have arrive but the

to get the UN peace-keeping force in place. The reports are not consistent as to the size or t e of
Soviets, for the first time, have agreed to help the Soviet force
finance a UN force.established by the Security The number of Soviet advisers
Council, and they have actually begun to trans- and technicians in Syria and Egypt may, however,
port a Finnish contingent to the scene. The Soviet have increased substantially since the war began.
group of 70 observers, which arrived in Cairo on
25 October, apparently remains there pending One new weapons system that appears def-
approval by the UN Secretary General of their initely to be present in Egypt is the Scud-a
participation in the supervisory effort. mobile surface-to-surface missile. It can carry a

high explosive, chemical, or nuclear warhead and
has the range to hit Tel Aviv from Egypt. The

The Soviet resupply program to the Arab Soviets and the Egyptians may hope that this
nations slackened signficantly over the past week. missile, which Egyptian President Sadat appar-
Only four arms-carrying ships have been noted en ently referred to in his speech of 16 October, will
route to Middle East ports so far in November. deter Israeli deep penetration air raids on major
Since 7 October, 40 ships have delivered more E tian cities.

Ththan 93,000 tons of military cargo.s t

-SEGRET-
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THE OIL SQUEEZE
THE ARABS CUT BACK producers to match his cutback. Saudi Arabia andI Kuwait, which account for 60 percent of Arab oil

The decision to cut production by 25 per- exports, had already cut production by about 25
cent taken at the meeting of Arab oil ministers in percent. Libya had made only a symbolic cut-
Kuwait on 4 November means-if all participants back, and Algeria, Iraq, and Abu Dhabi had not
stick to the plan-that Arab oil exports by the slowed production at all. Abu Dhabi has now
end of December will be some 5.8 million barrels followed the Saudi lead, but Libya and Algeria,
a day below the September level. Before the war which argued in the meeting for moderation,
started, average December production was ex- probably will not make the full 25 percent cut,
pected to be 1.9 million barrels per day above the and Iraq refused to sign.
September level. These increases will not now
occur, and average production in December will Under the new agreement, Turkey, Brazil,
be 7.7 million barrels per day below the level and the 18 African states that have broken rela-
previously expected. tions with Israel were added to the list of friendly

countries that will receive oil equal to their
The new arrangement strengthens King average imports during the first nine months of

Faysal's leadership role by committing the other this year. France, Great Britain, Spain, and a
number of Muslim states were already on this list.
Portugal and South Africa were added to the US

and the Netherlands on the embargoed list.

In addition to losses from the' production
cutbacks, all countries will lose any expected 'in-
creases in imports. Although the US is not af-
fected by these new cuts, having been totally

iembargoed earlier, it will lose somethingron the

'order of 500,000 additional barrels per day'it had
expected to get during the winter months." ct

I EUROPE REACTS

U derhis week's agreement of the E B Nine on a
pro-Arab Middle East declaration may have
stemmed in part from a belief that it would ease
Western Europe's oil redicament.

Ptugl en Sout Afiaee addaned to the 

ra s, in return for the declaration, would see to

I it that Europe, including the Dutch, would not
clack for oi ua

~-rThe "assurances" could-. be. Arab acqui-
escence in some degree of de facto helpfor the
Dutch by the community. EC Commissioner. for
Eebrgy Simonet. believes that such aid will be

'yc '. "forthcoming)

Kexpecte tod getd duringeu theser winermorth.'
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R- Irhe pro-Arab slant of the Nine's declaration consume about 30- percent more oil in winter
is evident .in the call. for a. return to positions than in summer, a more: pronounced. swing in
occupied on .22 October, a formulation. that

j makes Israeli withdrawal a prerequisite for settle- meets this high winter demand by drawing down
ment of the prisoner of war issue. In addition, the stocks as well as by increasing imports.
reference to the "legitimate rights of the Palestin-
ians" goes beyond the language of Security Coun- At present rates, by mid-winter, deliveries to
cil Resolution 2427 Western Europe will be running some. 3 million

barrels a day behind consumption. he Europeans
Sr rinitial public Arab reaction to the EC state- can lessen the impact by using stocks built up
ment has been favorable. A leading Cairo news- earlier for just, such a contingency and by re-
paper has said the EC position will help to bring ducing demand.

( pressure on Israel. The Palestinian news agency
described the statement as a step on the path to Western Europ.e has anestimated 880 mil-
understandin the Palestinian cause. lion barrels in storage, the equivalent of 55.days

while echoing ra. sa is ac- of imports from all sources and about 80 days of
tion with the declaration, nevertheless said it imports from Arab producers.-Western Europe
would not save the Dutch from the oil embargo. draws down its stocks in a normal winter
Relaxing the boycott, he implied, would signify about 1.5 million barrels a day.; Its capability for
Arab weakness. Should this Arab attitude prevail, reducing demand, however, is probably much less
it is likely to increase criticism-already evident in than in the US. Western Europe consumes only
much of the European press-that the position of 20 percent of its oil . as gasoline,..for example,
the Nine is not only "appeasement," but is also compared with 45 percent in the US.
futile?

Most West European countries are already
a The atmosphere at the Brussels meeting was trying to cut their losses. Italy, Spain, Turkey,
reported to be tense, especially when the French and the Benelux countries are restricting oil ex-
proposed that the Nine seize the occasion to ports, and Britain will do so shortly. France and
dissociate themselves from the US and establish Sweden have ration cards ready to issue, and West
an independent European position embracing Germany is preparing an emergency rationing bill.
neutrality on the Middle East, both with respect A number of countries have taken steps to reduce
to the superpowers and to Arabs and Israelis. The consumption: the Netherlands and Belgium have
French offered to lead Europe in this neutrality banned Sunday driving, while Austria has cut
and linked it with their proposal to develop alter-
native sources of energy by constructing a gaseous Estimated Oil Supply and Demand,
diffusion plant to supply Europe with enriched Winter 1973/74
uranium

3 UA desire on the part of some Europeans to Million barrels/day
4 distance themselves from the US was apparent Domestic production 0.4

during the discussions, and Simonet commented Imports
on the marked distrust of some European officials
for the US. He emphasized his own sense of
urgency that the US and Europe should develop a Non-Arab 4.5
common policy before the end of the year? Normal winter stock drawdown 1.5

PREPARING FOR THE WORST Total Supply 16.5
1 Demand _ -19.5

RWestern Europe faces a grim winter if the POTENTIALSUPPLY DEFICIT .. 3.0
Arab oil cutbacks continue, since the Europeans
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outpit in it majdr refinery by 40 percent 'and is rreit incread stocksof crude and products
proh'ibitingtlie sale of'gasoline incontainers to toabout 280 iillion barrels; .a50-day.supply at
discouiage'hoarding. Despite such measures_ and current- rates of consumption. Because of' the
even with' a larger use of itsl stocks, -the 'West 20-day lag between the timefankers load inthe
Europeans probably-will-suffersione severe short- Persian.Gulf nd unload in Japan; the flowvof
ages.) crude has not yet been affected. Refineriesare

operating norrmally so far.
JAPAN: NOT HURTING YET

- .' 4-4 QEven with continuing Arab cutbacks, normal
-apanistands to lose roughly 600,000 barrels consumption requirements could be satisfied for

per day of-oil-iri'rts, equal to about 11 percent about nine months by drawing on stocks. A
of consumption, as a result of the Arab pro- 10-percent cut in consumption through rationing
ducers' production cutback. The major interna- would stretch the period to a year. The govern-
tional oil firms hiat supply most of the'oil have ment is unwillingto'exhaust stocks, however, and
already notified 'the. Japanese of impending de- supply shortages could begin to affect industrial
livery cuts Japan's import losses could reach production sometime this winter, private con-
roughly.20 percent of normal requirements dur- sumption even sooner: The steel and petro-
ing Decernberahd January, when fuel consump- chemical industries are particularly vulnerable.
tion is at a seasonal peak.

".""' The government is* preparing 'a three-phase
Foirthe mdment, Japan is in a good position campaign to save energy, starting with the is-

to -compeIcsateufor reduced imports. The govern- suance of consumption guidelines. The second

Jaanseol rlaian aclfnnlaynJaa hfoo

Pagr1 WEKY UM asno 9 been af7 td.Rfn3is-r

A rovedaforgRelease:l2012/09/04
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Japanese oil unloading facilty-
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phase would require .refineries. to reduce supplies .13 Can.adian.diplomats have been busy trying to
of specific products to. wholesalers. Finally, the convince Arab ,officials-that Canada should be
government would seek to obtain emergency leg- exempt, from the oil boycotts There have been
islation permitting a ration system. Tokyo has N4 some indications that if .diplomatic persuasion
already allocated propane supplies, the largest oil fails, Ottawa may be willing to use grain:for
distributor has announced that it will restrict leverage with the Arabs. The results to date have
wholesale deliveries to September levels, and oil not been encouraging for OttawalAt least some
refiners are planning a 10-percent cut in output. } Arab states have informed Ottawa that no oil will

be shipped to Portland, M'aine, even though it is
Meanwhile, Japanese representatives report- bonded for transshipment by pipeline to Mon-

edly are trying to buy from Abu Dhabi and Iraq treal, which is ice-bound from December to April.
the government-owned crude previously com- Moreover, the Arabs are demanding guarantees
mitted to US companies. To obtain near normal that Arab oil delivered to other Canadian points
amounts of oil, however, Japan will have to meet will not be diverted to US customers-
Arab demands that it adopt a more openly pro-
Arab political stance. Tokyo already is moving in N khe oil crisis has lent urgency to Canada's
that direction. efforts to formulate a national energy policy: This

policy seems certain to be more concerned .with
In addition to the supply issue, Tokyo is protecting Canadian interests and less attentive. to

increasingly concerned about the effect of oil US needs than present Canadian policy..As a first
price hikes on its trade balance. The 35-percent step, the government has made a number of deci-
increase recently announced by the major firms sions restricting petroleum exports to the US)
would raise the cost of oil imports by about $3
billion next year if the level of imports remained 3 Nome of these restrictions have run into op-
at the 1973 level. The result would be a substan- wposition from Premier Peter Lougheed of oil-rich
tial decline in Japan's trade surplus instead of the~ Alberta, who has been feuding with federal
slight increase that Tokyo had been projecting' Energy Minister Donald MacDonald since energy

policy changes were first announced in early Sep-
CANADA: POLICY FOR THE SQUEEZE tember. MacDonald's changes include:

(Ottap is taking action on a number of oi a voluntary freeze on oil prices until 1
fronts to deal with the serious effects a reduction February 1974;
of Arab oil production could have on eastern
Canada. The region east of the Ottawa River a federal export tax on crude oil of
valley is almost totally dependent on imported $1.90 per barrel;
crude, some 25 percent of which comes from
Arab states e plans to extend the present Alberta-

Ontario pipeline to Montreal, thus diverting
i3 (Recently, Prime Minister Trudeau has made part of the 1.2 million barrels per daye
ga number of proposals that would reduce de- ported to the USl

pendence on foreign supplies, but most of his
)Li moves will have only a limited impact. Canada c

alone among industrialized Western nations is selfTE.de
sufficient in oil, but the transportation facilities he New Demo-
between Ontario and points east are not sufficient cra ic Party, ru eau s informal coalition partner,
ffor the needs of Quebec and the Maritime has been demanding creation of a publicly owned
Provinces. A trickle of oil from western Canada company that would buy, sell, and set prices for
reaches Montreal, but most of this will be cut offde Canada's energy resources independent of the
when ice closes the St. Lawrence Seaway next international market. Proponents maintain that
month.a . such an institution would insulate Canadian
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Alberta Premier Peter Lougheed Energy Minister Donald MacDonald

consumers from the rising prices of the high- At this point, Lougheed and his advisers are
demand US market, while still allowing surplus so incensed with the Trudeau administration's
production to be sold at high rates in the U1 handling of energy matters that they have cut off

communication with Ottawa. For his part, Mac-
- Donald, a politically ambitious nationalist, is

SJLougheed is concerned that the federal move showing few signs of softening his position. With
will reduce the province's income from oil pro- Trudeau looking ahead to a spring election, Mac-
duction and harm its economic growth. Alberta Donald has been stressing that his changes in oil

1 %.believes that it should control the production and policy are in the national interest. Lougheed's
use of its resources. If firmly adhered to, this rigid stance has not helped his case, and, Alberta
stance could lead to a major constitutional battle aside, Ottawa's emerging energy policy ha
with Ottawa. ceived broad approval across the country.
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